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Thanka for your 1/27, ite encloseree and for jour letter to nom. I did not 
subscribe because those conjectural and thoortical scrivinninge do not interest 
me, are generally reedily faulted and, be:ewe i believe those kinds of things to 
be counterproductive, sometime annoying. 

I've read the piece about Comer Clark and to Ve degree that be once was 
allegedly a responSible reporter I dound it iatoreting. There is, is my view, 
nothing of factual nature and nothing that can give Clark's piece aey credibility. 

It is more complicated with Solo, but whatever be said and wbyover he said it, 
it just isn't credible. It is that maple. The world just is not that way and there 
is no ruloe who would have thought for a minute of mintaining silence after he 
got aey such report. 

Aoreover, there is now a new and war jor falw in it. In his deposition in his 
lawsuit aeminat on Freed nbilIips testified to having a BOLICO inside the Cuban 
Nexioo City embassy. With such a source if aaythtng remotely like what soloand 
Comer allege, there amply is no possibility of the Cle's preserving silence 
about it. 

The Turner trash is typically Turner, with his typical dishonesties, owissioner  
etc. He and ]hackle have written only in solf-protection beano it all started 
with them as they've never ever really recounted. I not Rose at that tine and was 
ineediately auspicious of him. Turnerte account is bobtailed to cover his and Binekle's 
incredible gullibility and stupidity, they and Ross had additional roles, and even 
Turner's  account of the movie is unfaithful. Der does he rumor to any motive behind 
it. The day they tried to Alm it off on 'arrison I met them at their hotel and 
provided all their transportation until theyeliteeallyefled, kaxxxt Jaffe and Ieleerre 
(Turner doesn't even spell the none correctly.) I an tees one who blew thitir fake, 
which. %unison's staff immediately interpreted as doh ignsd to get a mietrial in the 
Shaw cam. I thought I've written about that contemporancouely ane that you knew. 

If Turner had any or the tel.:eta his Fell: employment required other than being 
a crook he'd have devoted Kneelf to trying to determine the reason for the obvious 
Slienn project. Oa even has the original title wrong and twits that "Farewell America" 
was Garrison's seat gested title, aoeanted.) 

It was whon 4narrieoe's staff.  got conoerned about the boek that they enlieeted 
in blowing it. Ivan as I recall first, then others. Gteenzon teen; me a copy of the 
major part once as I was catching a plane, I read end analysed. it then and wrote as 
soon an I was hone. It was en obvious fake and that after just looking at it Hinckle 
and Turner had anything to do with it discredits both. 

There are minor clues to credibility I'm surprinen others do not pick up. Take 
the Comer crap, is there any "Central Amerioan country(not a banana )teiublic)?" Is 
there such zink a "ruling family?" Is there any basis for even ou,alloOLtia that 
Gilberto Aleerado "was too close to Fhileips?" "Close" at all? 

Have you over wondered where =GE really got a clear napruaer :low7 not Enos ehe 
Kannony fazaily, as namarre told me. Not from LIFE, which aakud a fortune. Isn't the 
most likely source official? And ae we brow and I publiehoe in the P reprint, the 
CIA had a print and deceived the WC about this. Turner, Hi nnkle and all the others 
go only in the wrong direction and for the wrong r aeon:. 

nastilne 


